This page provides an overview of how an isotope can affect the frequencies of the vibrational modes of a molecule. Isotopic substitution is a useful technique due to the fact that the normal modes of an isotopically substituted molecule are different than the normal modes of an unsubstituted molecule, leading to different corresponding vibrational frequencies for the substituted atoms. Vibrational spectroscopy is done in the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum, which ranges from around $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-3}$ meters. IR and Raman spectroscopy observe the vibrations of molecules, displaying the normal and local modes of the molecule in the spectra. Isotopes are atoms that share the same number of protons but differ in the number of neutrons contained in the nucleus, thus giving these atoms different mass numbers. The specific mass of each atom will affect the reduced mass of the overall molecule, therefore changing the vibrational frequencies of that molecule.

**Diatomics**

A diatomic molecule, as seen in Figure (PageIndex{1}), contains two atoms, which can either be composed of the same or different elements. It is easier to focus on these types of molecules when analyzing and calculating vibrational frequencies because they are simpler systems than polyatomic molecules. Whether or not the diatomic consists of the same or different elements, a diatomic molecule will have only one vibrational frequency. This singular normal mode is because of the diatomic's linear symmetry, so the only vibration possible occurs along the bond connecting the two atoms.

![Figure (PageIndex{1}): Diagram of a diatomic molecule with the only possible vibration it can undergo.](image)

**Normal Modes**

Normal modes describe the possible movements/vibrations of each of the atoms in a system. There are many different types of vibrations that molecules can undergo, like stretching, bending, wagging, rocking, and twisting, and these types can either be out of plane, asymmetric, symmetric, or degenerate. Molecules have $3n$ possible movements due to their 3-dimensionality, where $n$ is equal to the number of atoms in the molecule. Three movements are subtracted from the total because they are saved for the displacement of the center of mass, which keeps the distance and angles between the atoms constant. Another 3 movements are subtracted from the total because they are for the rotations about the 3 principle axes. This means that for nonlinear molecules, there are $3n - 6$ normal modes possible. Linear molecules, however, will have $3n - 5$ normal modes because it is not possible for internuclear axis rotation, meaning there is one less possible rotation for the molecule. This explain why diatomic molecules only have 1 vibrational frequency, because $3(2) - 5 = 1$.

Molecular vibrations are often thought of as masses attached by a spring (Figure (PageIndex{2})).
and Hook's law can be applied

\[ F = -kx \]

where

- \( F \) is the resulting force,
- \( x \) is the displacement of the mass from equilibrium \((x = r - r_{\text{eq}})\), and
- \( k \) is the force constant, defined as

\[ k = \left( \frac{\partial^2 V(r)}{\partial r^2} \right)_{r_{\text{eq}}} \]

in which \( V(r) = \frac{1}{2}k(r - r_{\text{eq}}) \), which comes from incorporating Hook's law to the harmonic oscillator. The diatomic molecule is thought of as two masses \((m_1 \text{ and } m_2)\) on a spring, they will have a reduced mass, \( \mu \), so their vibrations can be mathematically analyzed.

\[ \mu = \frac{m_1 m_2}{m_1 + m_2} \]

When an atom in a molecule is changed to an isotope, the mass number will be changed, so \( \mu \) will be affected, but \( k \) will not (mostly). This change in reduced mass will affect the vibrational modes of the molecule, which will affect the
Vibrational energy levels, \( \nu_e \), are affected by both \( k \) and \( \mu \), and is given by

\[
\nu_e = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{k}{\mu}}
\]

These vibrational energy levels correspond to the peaks which can be observed in IR and Raman spectra. IR spectra observe the asymmetric stretches of the molecule, while Raman spectra observe the symmetric stretches.

**Effects on Experimental Results**

When an atom is replaced by an isotope of larger mass, \( \mu \) increases, leading to a smaller \( \nu_e \) and a downshift (smaller wavenumber) in the spectrum of the molecule. Taking the diatomic molecule HCl, if the hydrogen is replaced by its isotope deuterium, \( \mu \) is doubled and therefore \( \nu_e \) will be decreased by \( \sqrt{2} \). Deuterium substitution leads to an isotopic ratio of 1.35-1.41 for the frequencies corresponding to the hydrogen/deuterium vibrations. There will also be a decrease by \( \sqrt{2} \) in the band width and integrated band width for the vibrational spectra of the substituted molecule. Isotopic substitution will affect the entire molecule (to a certain extent), so it is not only the vibrational modes for the substituted atom that will change, but rather the vibrational modes of all the atoms of the molecule. The change in frequency for the atoms not directly involved in the substitution will not display as large a change, but a downshift can still occur.

When polyaniline (Figure \( \PageIndex{4} \)) is fully deuterated, the vibrational peaks will downshift slightly. The following data was summarized from Quillard et al.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of vibration</th>
<th>Nondeuterated (frequency, cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Deuterated (frequency, cm(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-C stretch</td>
<td>1626</td>
<td>1599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-C stretch</td>
<td>1581</td>
<td>1560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-H bend – benzenoid ring</td>
<td>1192</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-H bend – quinoid ring</td>
<td>1166</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-H bend</td>
<td>1515</td>
<td>1085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changing hydrogen to deuterium leads to the largest effect in a vibrational spectrum since the mass is doubled. Other isotopic substitutions will also lead to a shift in the vibrational energy level, but because the mass change is not as significant, \( \mu \) will not change by much, leading to a smaller change in \( \nu_e \). This smaller change in vibrational frequency is seen in the sulfur substitution of sulfur hexafluoride (Figure \( \PageIndex{5} \)), from \(^{32}\)S to \(^{34}\)S. The frequencies as reported by Kolomiitsova et al. are shown below.
These two examples show the consistency of downshifted vibrational frequencies for atoms substituted with an isotope of higher mass.

### Applications

Substituting atoms with isotopes has been shown to be very useful in determining normal mode vibrations of organic molecules. When analyzing the spectrum of a molecule, isotopic substitution can help determine the vibrational modes specific atoms contribute to. Those normal modes can be assigned to the peaks observed in the spectrum of the molecule. There are specific CH₃ rocks and torsions, as well as CH bends that can be identified in the spectrum upon deuterium substitution. Other torsion bands from hydroxyl and amine groups can also be assigned when hydrogen is replaced with deuterium. Experimental data has also shown that using deuterium substitution can help with symmetry assignments and the identification of metal hydrides.

Isotopic substitution can also be used to determine the force constants of the molecule. Calculations can be done using the frequencies of the normal modes in determining these values, based on both calculated frequencies and experimental frequencies.

Researchers have also attempted to contribute peak shape changes and splits in peaks of vibrational spectra to naturally occurring isotopes in molecules. It has been shown, however, that the shape of a peak is not related to the size of the atom, so substitution to an atom of larger mass will not affect the peak shape in the molecule’s spectrum. As previously stated, isotopic substitution of atoms of higher mass will not have a significant enough effect on the shifts in frequencies for the corresponding vibrations, so analyzing the frequency shifts of smaller mass isotopes, like deuterium and ¹³C is necessary.
As depicted in the rough representation of the vibrational spectra of the molecule tetrachlorinated dibenzodioxin (TCDD), the $^{13}$C substituted TCDD spectrum is slightly downshifted compared to the unsubstituted TCDD spectrum. Although the shifts and split peaks do occur in the spectra of isotopically substituted molecules, not all observed peaks can be attributed to the isotope. This is because the intensities of the peaks shown are not large enough to relate to the natural abundance of the $^{13}$C isotope, and not all peaks can be accounted for by the substitution.
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Problems
1. How many normal modes would be found in CO$_2$? What are the different types of vibrational modes for this molecule?
2. If the diatomic molecule HCl, with $^1$H and $^{35}$Cl were substituted with $^{37}$Cl, what change occurs to the reduced mass?
3. For a nondeuterated hydrofluoric acid diatomic, HF, the vibrational frequency of this molecule is found at 845 cm$^{-1}$. If the hydrogen atom of this molecule was substituted with deuterium, where would you expect to now find the vibrational frequency?

Answers
1. 4; symmetric stretch, asymmetric stretch, and two degenerate bends
2. With $^{37}$Cl the reduced mass increases from 0.97222 to 0.97368
3. DF would have a calculated band at 597.5 cm$^{-1}$